We are developing an immersive learning support system for paleontological environments in museums.
INTRODUCTION
Museums are important places for children to learn about science (Falk, J. H., 2012) . They also operate as centers for informal education in connection with schools, and they enhance the effectiveness of scientific education (Stocklmayer, S. M., 2010) . However, because the main learning method within museums is to study the specimens on display and read their explanations, there are few opportunities for learners to observe or experience the environment about which they are learning. In particular, it is impossible to personally experience a paleontological environment, because it includes extinct animals and plants and their ecological environment (Adachi, T., 2013) . It is difficult for children to learn about such environments merely by viewing fossils and listening to commentary. Overcoming this problem would qualitatively improve scientific learning within museums. As for these problems, a system that simulates a paleontological environment and transitions that would be impossible to experience in reality would solve the problem. The system would also be required to enhance learners' sense of immersion.This explains the need for such a system.
In order to enhance the sense of immersion, a full body interaction interface in which the movement of the whole body is linked to the operation of the system has been shown to be effectice (Klemmer S., 2006) .
We aim to realize an immersive learning support system "BELONG" (Tokuoka M., 2017) . This system is operated using complicated body movements as observational behavior, thereby allowing learners to enhance their sense of immersion in a paleontological environment. The most important function in this system is recognition of the learner's body movement. This required us to develop a sub-system specifically for this purpose. "BELONG" is intended to be implemented in a museum. In situations with limited funds and space such as a museum, a low-cost space-saving subsystem that can recognize body movements was required.
Hence, we thought to use a Kinect v2 sensor, which is a three-dimensional range image sensor that is highly affordable and does not consume much space, unlike motion capture equipment. Many conventional full body interaction interfaces use a three-dimensional distance image sensor. These interfaces achieved recognition by computing the trajectory of the skeleton when recognizing body movement. However, this existing method could easily perform recognition in the case of simple body movement, but was less effective when complicated body movements were carried out. Moreover, it is difficult to recognize complicated body movements only from the trajectory of the skeleton.
In this paper, we summarize a sub-system capable of recognizing the body movement of the most important learner in the immersive learning support system named "BELONG."
SUB-SYSTEM FOR BELONG

BELONG
We aim to realize the immersive learning support system "BELONG" that simulates a paleontological environment and transitions that are impossible to experience in reality for efficient learning at the museum (Tokuoka M., 2017) . Figure 1 illustrates the concept of "BELONG." This system accepts body movements as input for observational behavior. The movements of the whole body are linked to the operation of the system; hence, it is possible to enhance the sense of immersion in the paleontological environment. This sense of immersion improves if the system can be operated in conjunction with complicated body movements as compared with a case in which the system is operated with simple body movements. In this system, we utilize Microsoft's Kinect v2 sensor, a range-image sensor originally developed as a home videogame device. This enables us to provide a lowcost immersive learning experience within a small space, because "BELONG" comprises only this Kinect v2 sensor, a projector, and a control PC. This arrangement has the advantage that it is possible to easily change the learning contents. Moreover, we recognize the body movements of learners by gesture recognition using the Kinect v2 sensor. The gesture recognition sub-system, which also has the ability to recognize more complex body movements, registers the body movement the creator wishes to recognize and judges whether it is recognized by assessing the similarity with the body movement. 
Sub-system
We aim to realize the immersive learning support system "BELONG" that simulates a paleontological environment and transitions that are impossible to experience in reality. As a first step towards the realization of this system, we developed a subsystem that recognizes complicated body movements. The immersive learning support system "BELONG," allows children to learn about five dinosaurs, Tyrannosaurs, Tambaryu, Archeoptery, Pteranodon, and Ichthiosaurus. Realization of this learning exercise required the ability to recognize complicated body movements. Conventional systems can only recognize simple body movements, which is insufficient to completely immerse learners in the paleontological environment. On the other hand, by performing complicated body movements, learners move their bodies eagerly while thinking. We thought that this would enhance the sense of immersion and result in efficient learning. Therefore, the development of a sub-system that recognizes complicated body movements is important. Consequently, we adopted the movement associated with excavation as a complicated body movement for the sub-system. We thought that learners' interest would rise by virtually excavating the fossils being exhibited. When the excavation proceeds successfully, videos showing the characteristics of the particular dinosaur are shown. This enables learners to learn about the kind of dinosaur to which the excavated fossils belong. "BELONG" is intended to be implemented in a museum. In the case of limited funds and space as in a museum, a subsystem that can recognize body movements with low cost and space saving is required.
We therefore created a sub-system to achieve these objectives. The sensors used in this sub-system and their functions are described below.
Kinect V2
Recognizing human body movements requires us to use a sensor to recognize these movements as well as the position of a person. There are a number of sensors that could be used for this task. For example, there are motion capture sensors and also a threedimensional range image sensor.
A motion capture sensor is expensive and requires a large space for installation. First, we would need to surround the space we want to recognize with multiple cameras. Next, we would have to calibrate the space. The next step would involve attaching a marker that reflects infrared rays in the wavelength range from 3 [mm] to 200 [mm] to a person, thus recognizing the person's body movement and position. However, the sensor is expensive and requires a wide space for installation, neither is it suitable for implementation in a museum.
The Kinect v1 sensor of a three-dimensional distance image sensor is inexpensive and it can be mounted simply by installing a single sensor. Moreover, a person's position can be estimated by the depth sensor, and a total of 20 measurements relating to skeletal information are possible. This information is then used to calculate the trajectory of the skeleton. Thus, the system can be developed based on this information.
(Example of system) Suppose you raise your hand when HAND -RIGHT is above HEAD. This is an example of a condition for recognizing the simple body movement of raising a hand. Although, as mentioned above, simple bodily movements can easily be recognized, it is difficult to recognize complex body movements when the only information that is available is that relating to the 20 skeletal points. Moreover, it is time consuming to decide the conditions for implementation. Thus, the Kinect v1 sensor is not suitable for recognition of complicated body movements of learners who are the most important part of the immersive learning support system "BELONG." The Kinect v2 sensor of the three-dimensional range image sensor is as inexpensive as Kinect v1, and it can be mounted by simply installing one sensor. Moreover, the position of a person can be estimated by the depth sensor, and information relating to a total of 25 skeletal points can be measured ( Figure  3) . Therefore, by recording this skeletal information and by performing machine learning, it is possible to easily create a discriminator of gesture recognition by using the Kinect v2 sensor (Shotton, J., 2011) . This discriminator can detect various body movements upon request. Hence, we used the Kinect v2 sensor to enable the sub-system to recognize complicated body movements, because it is inexpensive, space saving, and offers fast implementation. 
Gesture Recognition
The above-mentioned Kinect v2 sensor, which is used to recognize complicated body movements, provides the tools Kinect Studio and Visual Gesture Builder. These tools are used to perform complicated body movements recognition. Kinect Studio can record position information and motion information of a person's body, as acquired with the Kinect v2 sensor. Visual Gesture Builder is a tool that can create a discriminator for recognizing a gesture using machine learning based on information about the position and motion of a person`s body.
Kinect Studio functions as follows. Threedimensional information about the position and motion of a person's body is acquired during arbitrary body movement, as shown in Figure 4 . This three-dimensional information comprises the coordinates of a total of 25 skeletal points shown in Figure 3 . When recording is started, these threedimensional coordinates are automatically recorded as training data. This training data can be recorded by any number of people.
This training data is used in Visual Gesture Builder to create a discriminator of body movements. This training data can be used for machine learning by Visual Gesture Builder. First, the recorded data is played back in Visual Gesture Builder and then the frame of the motion you want to recognize is specified. Next, the body movements you want to recognize are clipped, as shown in Figure 5 . After building the frame once it has been specified, the classifier is learned based on the three-dimensional information of the person's body. In this way, it is possible to learn discriminators of arbitrary gestures using the Visual Gesture Builder. By reading the discriminator learned using the Visual Gesture Builder, it is possible to create a program that recognizes the gesture with the Kinetic v2 sensor.
In this way, it is possible to easily recognize complicated body movements.
Furthermore, acquiring data of various people for inclusion in the training data serves to improve the ability of the discriminator to recognize body movements. Because the height and physique of the people who experience this system are various, it is necessary to perform body movement even if the three-dimensional information is largely different. Therefore, it is necessary to acquire various training data by implementing it at a museum, allowing it to be experienced by many learners, and acquiring data. As the number of learners increases, it becomes a good discriminator and the immersive feeling of learners can be enhanced. Thus, the Kinect v2 sensor can be used to easily develop the system that accurately recognizes complicated body movements. 
EXPERIMENT
Experimental Environment
Using the sub-system we developed, we conducted an experiment to confirm whether it would be possible to use the gesture discriminator to recognize the complicated body movement associated with excavation. Figure 6 shows the Kinect v2 sensor, control PC, and screen that were installed. We asked children to carry out the excavation movements many times in front of Kinect v2. At this time, we confirmed whether the following functions were realized. ・Recognition of excavation movement. ・Changes on the screen according to recognition. Figure 7 shows a successful example in which the excavation operation could be recognized using this sub-system.
Experimental Result
We evaluated whether the developed sub-system operated normally for learners. Figure 8 shows a situation in which children are experiencing this subsystem. As the figure shows, the children were excavating by making large gestures towards the screen.
The following opinion is that of one of the participating children. ・This fossil belonged to that kind of dinosaur. ・Fun to excavate. ・I wanted to know about that fossil by excavating it. Thus, we recognized the possibility to encourage children to become interested in learning about fossils and dinosaurs. We could also confirm the effectiveness of the sub-system we developed by using gesture recognition. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we described the sub-system we developed to recognize the body movements of the most prominent learner in the immersive learning support system named "BELONG." We carried out experiments to confirm whether the developed subsystem satisfies the function of recognizing the most significant complicated body movements using "BELONG." As a result, when the children performed complicated body movements to conduct the excavation, the sub-system responded as intended, thereby confirming that the system was operating successfully. This suggested that the subsystem intended to recognize the body motion of a learner using the gesture recognition function of the Kinect v2 sensor is effective.
